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Abstract
We prove that under certain mild assumptions a Lie bialgebroid integrates to a Poisson groupoid. This
includes, in particular, a new proof of the existence of local symplectic groupoids for any Poisson manifold,
a theorem of Karasev and of Weinstein. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A (full) symplectic realization of a Poisson manifold P is a Poisson map from a symplectic
manifold to P which is a surjective submersion. The idea of "nding symplectic realizations for
degenerate Poisson brackets can be traced back to Lie, who used the name &&function group'' [18].
Lie proved that such a realization always exists locally for any Poisson manifold of constant rank.
Existence theorems for symplectic realizations of general Poisson manifolds were proved in the
1980s by Karasev [12] and Weinstein [33, 34] independently; Weinstein [33] used the local
structure theorem for Poisson manifolds to obtain local realizations. In fact a suitable choice of
realization always admits a local groupoid structure which is compatible with the symplectic
structure in a certain sense. The global form of this notion is called a symplectic groupoid; for their
origins in quantization theory see, for example, [13]. It is now interesting to ask when a Poisson
manifold P is the base of a symplectic groupoid, and although such a global groupoid does not
generally exist, it is true that a symplectic manifold with a local groupoid structure on base P may
always be found [12, 34, 6]; global realizability of P is then a corollary. However, it has been quite
mysterious why the groupoid structure and symplectic structure enter into the picture of a Poisson
manifold in such a compatible and striking manner.
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On the other hand, Poisson groups have been intensively studied as a classical limit of quantum
groups. The theory of Poisson groups established a precise relation between Poisson structures on
the groups and their in"nitesimal invariants, Lie bialgebras. In order to understand symplectic
groupoids using the techniques of Poisson group theory and to unify both theories in a general
framework, Weinstein in 1988 introduced the notion of Poisson groupoid [35]. Lie bialgebroids
were introduced and studied by the present authors [27] in 1994 as the in"nitesimal invariants of
Poisson groupoids: given a Poisson groupoid G, the Lie algebroid of the underlying Lie groupoid,
together with the Lie algebroid structure on the dual A*G [35], form a Lie bialgebroid. Lie
bialgebroids are found to be connected with various subjects in Poisson geometry ranging from
Poisson}Nijenhuis structures to Dirac structures; see, for example, [14, 15, 19, 20, 26]. However, it
has remained an unsettled problem whether an arbitrary Lie bialgebroid can be integrated to
a Poisson groupoid.
In this paper, we give an a$rmative answer to this question. We prove that a Lie bialgebroid
structure on the Lie algebroid of a (suitably simply connected) Lie groupoid can be integrated to
give a Poisson groupoid structure on the underlying groupoid. This result extends the well-known
result that a Lie bialgebra (of "nite dimension over R or C) is the Lie bialgebra of a Poisson group
[9, 22]. At the other extreme, it also shows that if a Poisson manifold P has a cotangent Lie
algebroid which integrates to a Lie groupoid GZP, then G has a symplectic groupoid structure
integrating the Poisson structure of P. This is a large part of the local integrability of Poisson
manifolds [12, 33, 34]. In particular, we obtain as a consequence a new proof of the existence of
local symplectic groupoids for general Poisson manifolds.
Within this general framework, the geometric origin of the symplectic and groupoid structures
on a symplectic groupoid becomes transparent. Given a Poisson manifold P, its cotangent bundle
„*P carries a Lie algebroid structure (see Section 5 for the precise de"nition). Now if this integrates
to a Lie groupoid C (assumed a-simply connected), the canonical Lie algebroid structure on the
dual of „*P, namely the tangent bundle „P, induces a Poisson structure on C, which in this case is
symplectic. The compatibility condition between the two Lie algebroid structures then ensures the
compatibility condition between the groupoid and symplectic structures, and so C is a symplectic
groupoid.
The integrability of Lie bialgebras reduces essentially to the lifting, or integration, of Lie algebra
1-cocycles, but for general Lie bialgebroids this approach is not available: there is no satisfactory
adjoint representation for a general Lie algebroid, and if one were to treat the Lie algebroids as
in"nite dimensional Lie algebras, then the problems would be at least as great as those resolved
here.
In Theorem 6.2 of [27], we proved that a Lie algebroid A, whose dual A* also has a Lie algebroid
structure, is a Lie bialgebroid if and only if a certain map P:„*A*P„A is a Lie algebroid
morphism. Here „*A* is the cotangent Lie algebroid for the Poisson structure on A* induced by A,
and „A is the tangent Lie algebroid structure on base „P, of APP [27, Section 5]. This result now
allows us, after some work, to reduce the integrability problem to the integration of Lie algebroid
morphisms. This approach is not, in fact, so very far from the integration of cocycles*the standard
proof of the integrability of cocycles proceeds by treating them as morphisms into semi-direct
products. Here, however, none of the Lie algebroid structures need be a semi-direct product.
Unlike the case of Lie algebras, a Lie algebroid need not arise from a Lie groupoid. If G is
a Poisson groupoid and the Lie algebroid dual A*G integrates to an a-simply connected groupoid
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G*, then the results of the present paper make G* into a Poisson groupoid also. The further
relations between a Poisson groupoid and its dual will be investigated elsewhere.
The results of the present paper settle, we believe, any remaining doubt that the concept of Lie
bialgebroid is the correct in"nitesimal form of the concept of Poisson groupoid. This is an
important point, in view of the complexity of the work on notions of double for Lie bialgebroids
[19, 26].
We begin in Section 2 by giving some preliminary material concerning a$ne multivector "elds
on Lie groupoids. In Section 3 we recall the basic de"nitions and main results from [27]. The main
integrability theorem is proved in Section 4. In Section 5 we consider the case of symplectic
groupoids proving, in particular, that if the cotangent Lie algebroid of a Poisson manifold
integrates to an a-simply connected groupoid, then the groupoid has a natural structure of
symplectic groupoid. Thus the existence of a local symplectic groupoid for a Poisson manifold
follows as a consequence. Finally in Section 6 we give a full proof of the integrability result for Lie
algebroid morphisms on which the main results depend.
We have minimized the repetition of material from [27], and so have used the same notation
conventions.
2. A7ne multivector 5elds
Throughout this section, we "x a Lie groupoid GZM and denote its Lie algebroid by AG. We
follow the conventions of [27]; in particular, for g,h3G the product gh is de"ned if ag"bh.
We recall the exponential map for a Lie groupoid [23, 6]. Given X3CAG, the #ows u
t
of the
corresponding right invariant vector "eld Xo are left translations. Assume for convenience that u
t
is
global and de"ne exp tX : MPG by exp tX(m)"u
t
(1
m
). Then exp tX is a section of a:GPM, and
b 3 exp tX:MPM is the #ow of a(X)3X(M). Call any section K:MPG of a for which b 3K is
a di!eomorphism a bisection of G (admissible section in [23]). Then ‚K(g)"K(bg)g is the left
translation corresponding toK, and RK(g)"gK((b 3K)~1(ag)) is the right translation. We often
denote the tangents of ‚K and RK by the same symbols. By AdK we denote the groupoid
automorphism ‚K 3R~1K . It is clear that AdK leaves M invariant, and its restriction to M is the map
b 3K. The set of all (global) bisectionsG(G) forms a group underK1 3K2(m)"K1(AdK2(m))K2(m).
In general exp tX is a local bisection (in an evident sense), and is only de"ned for small t.
Alternatively, one may identify a bisection with its image, in which case a bisection is a submani-
fold of G for which the restrictions of both a and b are di!eomorphisms [6]. Then exp tX, for
X3CAG, is the submanifold of G obtained by #owing the identity space M under the #ow u
t
of Xo .
We will use both points of view in what follows. The following formulas are frequently used in the
paper.
a (exp tX(m))"m, b(exp tX(m))"Ad
%91 tX
(m).
De5nition 2.1. A multivector "eld D on G is a.ne if for any x, y3G such that a(x)"b(y)"m and
any bisections X,Y through the points x,y, we have
D(xy)"RYD(x)#‚XD(y)!RY‚XD(1m). (1)
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To appreciate this de"nition, recall that „G inherits a groupoid structure on base „M from
GZM with source map „(a), target map „(b), and composition X z>"„(i)(X,>), where i is the
composition in G. One of us proved [37, eq. (2.4)] that if X3„
x
(G) and >3„
y
(G) have
„(a)(X)"„(b)(>)"=, then this composition may also be given by
X z>"„(‚X) (>)#„(RY)(X)!„(‚X)„(RY)(„(1)(=)) (2)
where X,Y are any (local) bisections of G with X(ax)"x and Y(ay)"y.
For the case of a$ne multivector "elds on groups, see [36, Section 4]. A$ne multivector "elds
arise in many natural ways. For instance, for any K3C(RkAG), the multivector "eld Ko !Kn , the
di!erence between the right and left translations of K, is an a$ne multivector "eld on G. We deal
elsewhere [28] with the special features of a$ne vector "elds.
The following theorem gives a very useful characterization of a$ne multivector "elds. See [22,
36] for the case of groups.
Theorem 2.2. ‚et G be a-connected. For a multivector ,eld D on G, the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) D is a.ne.
(ii) For any right (left) invariant vector ,eld Xo (respectively Xn ), the ‚ie derivative ‚
X
o D (‚
X
n D) is
right (left) invariant.
(iii) for any left invariant vector ,eld Xn and right invariant vector ,eld >o , ‚
Y
o ‚
X
n D"0.
Proof. The equivalence between (ii) and (iii) is quite evident.
(i)8(ii) Our proof here follows that of Theorem 3.1 in [37].
Suppose that D is an a$ne multivector "eld. It su$ces to show that statement (ii) holds for any
compactly supported X3C
c
(AG), since the evaluation of ‚
X
o D at any particular point only depends
on the local germ of X. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that Xo is a complete
vector "eld on G. Let X
t
"exp tX3G(G), the one parameter family of bisections generated by
X3C
c
(AG). Suppose that Y is any bisection through a point y3G with b(y)"m. Let x
t
"X
t
(m),
the #ow generated by Xo with initial point 1
m
. According to eq. (1), we have
D(x
t
y)"RYD(xt)#‚XtD(y)!‚XtRYD(1m)
which is equivalent to
‚X~1
t
D (x
t
y)"(RY 3‚X~1
t
)D(x
t
)#D(y)!RYD(1m). (3)
Here, both sides of eq. (3) are elements inRk„
x
G, where k is the degree of D. Taking the derivative at
t"0, one obtains that
(‚
X
o D)(y)"RY[(‚ Xo D)(1m)]. (4)
This implies that ‚
X
o D is right-invariant, according to Lemma 3.2 in [37].
Conversely, integrating eq. (4), one gets immediately that
‚X~1
t
D(x
t
y)!D(y)"RY[‚X~1
t
D(x
t
)!D(1
m
)]. (5)
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Thus eq. (1) follows if Y"exp X for any X3C
c
(AG). In the general case it follows by applying eq.
(5) repeatedly and the following result.
Lemma 2.3. For any x3G and any bisection K, there exist X
1
,2,Xn3Cc(AG) such that
KI "exp X
12exp Xn has the value x at ax and K*Dax"KI*Dax .
Proof. Let U denote the set of values exp tX(m) as X ranges through C
c
(AG), t ranges through R,
and m through M. Clearly, the statement holds if x3U. It is easy to verify that the intersections of
U with each a-"bre is open and it follows by a modi"cation of a standard argument [23, Part II,
Section 3] that the subgroupoid H generated by U has each a-"bre open in the corresponding
a-"bre of G. Since G is a-connected it follows that H"G. K
Any bivector "eld D induces a map Dj :„*GP„G de"ned by Su
2
,Dj(u
1
)T" SD,u
1
'u
2
T. It
is well known that both „*G and „G have Lie groupoid structures [6, 32], that for „G being given
above (2). For „*G we use the conventions of [27, Section 7]: we take the source aJ and target bI to
be given by
aJ (u)(X)"u(„(‚
g
)(X!„(1)(a(X)))), bI (u)(>)"u(„(R
g
) (>)) (6)
where u3„*
g
G, X3AagG and >3AbgG. If h3„*hG and aJ (h)"bI (u) then ah"bg and we de"ne
h zu3„*
hg
G by
(h zu)(> zX)"h(>)#u (X)
where >3„
h
G,X3„
g
G. The identity element 13 r3„*1mG corresponding to u3A*mG is de"ned by
13 r(„(1)(x)#X)"u(X) for X3AmG, x3„m (M).
We can now give the following criterion for D to be a$ne, which will be important in the proof of
Theorem 4.1. An immediate consequence of this criterion is that the Poisson tensor on a Poisson
groupoid is a$ne, one of the main results proved in [37]. In fact, our proof here is essentially
borrowed from that in [37].
Proposition 2.4. ‚et D be a bivector ,eld on G. If
(7)
is a ‚ie groupoid morphism, then the bivector ,eld D is a.ne.
Proof. By KLG]G]G, we denote the graph of groupoid multiplication, and by X, we denote the
subset of G]G]G]G consisting of all elements (z, y, x, w) such that w"yz~1x. Weinstein [36]
calls X the a.noid diagram corresponding to the groupoid G. The graph of multiplication of the
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groupoid „*GZA*G is NM *K, which is the subset of „*(G]G]G) obtained from the conormal
bundle N*K by multiplying the cotangent vectors in the last factor by !1. Thus, by assumption,
DjNM *KL„K. Following the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [36], we can show that DjN*XL„X. For
any x,y3G such that a(x)"b(y)"m, it is clear that (z, y, x,1
m
), with z"xy, is an element of X. For
any m3„
z
G, it follows from Lemma 2.6 in [37] that (!m, ‚*X m, R*Ym,!‚*XR*Ym) is a conormal vector
to X. Therefore, for any m,g3„
z
G, we have
!D (z)(m, g)#D (y)(‚*Xm, ‚*Xg)#D(x)(R*Ym,R*Yg)!D (w)(‚*XR*Ym, ‚*XR*Yg)"0.
This implies eq. (1) immediately. K
A bivector "eld D for which Dj is a morphism might be called multiplicative. Not all a$ne
bivector "elds are multiplicative.
Proposition 2.5. „he Schouten bracket of a.ne multivector ,elds is still a.ne.
Proof. Suppose that D
1
and D
2
are a$ne multivector "elds on G. For any X,>3C(AG), we have
‚
Y
o ‚
X
n [D
1
, D
2
]"[‚
Y
o ‚
X
n D
1
, D
2
]#[‚
X
n D
1
, ‚
Y
o D
2
]#[‚
Y
o D
1
, ‚
X
n D
2
]#[D
1
, ‚
Y
o ‚
X
n D
2
].
Each summand on the right-hand side is easily seen to be zero according to Theorem 2.2 so it
follows that [D
1
, D
2
] is a$ne. K
As in the case of groups, the derivative of an a$ne k-vector "eld D can be introduced, and is
a map dD:C(AG)PC(RkAG) de"ned as follows. For any X3C(AG), dD(X) is de"ned to be the
element in C(RkAG) whose right translation is ‚
X
o D. It is easy to see that if C(AG) is considered as
an in"nite dimensional Lie algebra with C(RkAG) considered as a C(AG)-module in a natural way,
then dD may be considered a Lie algebra 1-cocycle. It is not clear in general whether such a Lie
algebra 1-cocycle can be lifted to an a$ne multivector "eld. However, the following theorem
indicates that if it exists, then it is unique.
Theorem 2.6. ‚et D be an a.ne multivector ,eld on an a-connected ‚ie groupoid G. „hen D is zero if
and only if D vanishes on the unit space M and dD"0.
Proof. Let X3C
c
(AG) be any compactly supported section and let X
t
"exp tX3G(G) be the one
parameter family of bisections generated by X. Fixing any m3M, let x
t
"exp tX(m), and let f
m
(t) be
the vector in Rk„
m
G given by f
m
(t)"‚X~1
t
D(x
t
), where k is the degree of D. For any t,s3R,
f
m
(t#s)"‚X~1
t`s
D(x
t`s
)
"‚X~1
t`s
D[exp sX(v) ) exp tX(m)]
"‚X~1
t`s
[RX
t
D(exp sX(v))#‚X
s
D(exp tX(m))]
"AdX~1
t
‚X~1
s
[D(exp sX(v))]#‚X~1
t
D(exp tX(m))
"AdX~1
t
f
v
(s)#f
m
(t)
where v"b[exp tX(m)]"AdX
t
m, and in the third equality we have used eq. (1).
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By taking the derivative with respect to s at 0, it follows immediately that
d
dt
f
m
(t)"(Ad~1X
t
)
*
(‚
X
o D)(v)"0.
Therefore, f
m
(t)"0 for all t since f
m
(0)"0. This shows that D (exp tX(m))"0 for all t. Since any
element in G can be written as a product of elements of the form exp X(m), it thus follows that D is
identically zero on G, again by eq. (1). K
3. Poisson groupoids and Lie bialgebroids
In this section we brie#y review some material from [27].
The concept of Lie bialgebroid can be de"ned in terms of a cocycle-type condition, using
a generalized Schouten calculus, but in this paper we will be mainly concerned with the following
equivalent characterization in terms of morphisms of Lie algebroid structures.
De5nition 3.1 (Mackenzie and Xu [27, De"nition 3.1]). Suppose that APP is a Lie algebroid, and
that its dual bundle A*PP also carries a Lie algebroid structure. Then (A, A*) is a ‚ie bialgebroid
if for any X, >3C(A),
d
*
[X, >]"‚
X
d
*
>!‚
Y
d
*
X. (8)
For an alternative treatment of this de"nition, see Kosmann-Schwarzbach [14].
Theorem 3.2 (Mackenzie and Xu [27, Theorem 6.2]). Suppose that q:APP is a ‚ie algebroid such
that its dual vector bundle q
*
: A*PP also has a ‚ie algebroid structure. ‚et a,a
*
be their anchors.
„hen (A, A*) is a ‚ie bialgebroid if and only if
(9)
is a ‚ie algebroid morphism, where the domain „*(A*)PA* is the cotangent ‚ie algebroid induced
by the Poisson structure on A*, the target „AP„P is the tangent prolongation of A, and
P :„*(A*)P„A is the composition of the isomorphism R :„*A*P„*A described below with
nj
A
:„*AP„A.
We recall the structures used in this theorem. Given any vector bundle q : APP, the map
„(q):„AP„P has a vector bundle structure obtained by applying the tangent functor to the
operations in APP. The operations in „AP„P are consequently vector bundle morphisms
with respect to the tangent bundle structures in „APA and „PPP and so „A with these two
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structures is a double vector bundle which we call the tangent double vector bundle of APP (see
[24, Section 1] and references given there). If q : APP is a Lie aalgebroid then there is a Lie
gebroid structure on „(q):„AP„P de"ned in [27, Theorem 5.1] with respect to which
p
A
: „APA is a Lie algebroid morphism over p
P
:„PPP; we now call this the tangent prolonga-
tion of APP.
For a general vector bundle q : APP, there is also a double vector bundle
(10)
where c
A
is the usual cotangent bundle. For the structure on r
A
see [27, p. 430]. Elements of „*A
can be represented locally as (u, X, u) where u3„*
u
P, X3A
u
, u3A*
u
for some u3P. In these
terms a canonical map R :„*A*P„*A can be de"ned by R(u, u, X)" (!u, X, u); for an
intrinsic de"nition see [27, Theorem 5.5]. This R is an isomorphism of double vector bundles
preserving the side bundles; that is to say, it is a vector bundle morphism over both A and A*.
If A* has a Lie algebroid structure then the dual Poisson structure n
A
on A has associated map
nj
A
:„*AP„A which is a morphism of double vector bundles over a
*
:A*P„P and id
A
. In
a Lie bialgebroid (A, A*) the same is consequently true of P.
A Poisson groupoid [35] is a Lie groupoid GZP together with a Poisson structure n
G
on G such
that the graph of the groupoid multiplication K"M(h, g, hg)/ah"bgN is a coisotropic submanifold
of G]G]GM . Any Poisson manifold P gives rise to a Poisson groupoid PM ]PZP where PM is P with
the opposite structure and the groupoid structure is (w, v)(v, u)"(w, u). Any Poisson Lie group is of
course a Poisson groupoid. We consider examples further below.
It was shown in [35] that the manifold of identity elements of a Poisson groupoid
G is coisotropic in G, and its conormal bundle N*(P) thereby acquires a Lie algebroid
structure. This conormal bundle may be identi"ed with A*G, the dual vector bundle of AG, in
a standard way, and we will always take A*G with this Lie algebroid structure. Denote the anchor
of A*G by a
*
.
In this paper we will use the following equivalent condition [27, Proposition 8.1] repeatedly.
Proposition 3.3. ‚et GZP be a ‚ie groupoid with a Poisson structure n
G
. „hen G is a Poisson
groupoid with respect to n
G
if and only if nj
G
: „*GP„G is a morphism of ‚ie groupoids over some
map a
*
: A*GP„P (which is then the anchor of the ‚ie algebroid dual ).
In a Poisson groupoid GZP we can therefore apply the Lie functor to nj
G
and obtain
a morphism of Lie algebroids A(nj
G
): A„*GPA„G.
For any Lie groupoid GZM, the tangent bundle projection p
G
:„GPG is a groupoid mor-
phism over p
M
:„MPM and applying the Lie functor gives a canonical morphism
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A(p
G
) : A„GPAG. This acquires a vector bundle structure by applying A to the operations in
„GPG. This yields a system of vector bundles
(11)
in which A„G has two vector bundle structures, the maps de"ning each being morphisms with
respect to the other; that is to say, A„G is a double vector bundle.
Associated with the vector bundle q
G
: AGPM is the tangent double vector bundle
(12)
It is shown in [27, Theorem 7.1] that there is a canonical map
j
G
:„AGPA„G
which is an isomorphism of double vector bundles preserving the side bundles. This j
G
is
a restriction of the canonical involution on „2G .
Similarly, the cotangent groupoid structure „*GZA*G is de"ned by maps which are vector
bundle morphisms and, reciprocally, the operations in the vector bundle c
G
:„*GPG are
groupoid morphisms. Taking the Lie algebroid of „*GZA*G we get a double vector bundle
(13)
where the vector bundle operations in A„*GPAG are obtained by applying the Lie functor to
those in „*GPG.
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It follows from the de"nitions of the operations in „*GZA*G that the canonical pairing
F:„*G*G„GPR, (u, X)C Su, XT, can be considered a groupoid morphism into the additive
group(oid) R. Here
„*G*G„G"M(u, X) D u3„*G,X3„G such that cG(u)"pG(X)N
is the pullback groupoid of c
G
and p
G
; it has base A*G*M
„M. Hence F induces a Lie algebroid
morphism A(F) :A„*G*AGA„GPR, where A„*G*AGA„G is the pullback Lie algebroid [10,
Section 1]. As noted in [27, Proposition 7.2], A(F) is nondegenerate, and so induces an isomor-
phism of double vector bundles i
G
: A„*GPA z„G, where A z„G is the dual of A„GPAG. Now
dualizing j
G
:„AGPA„G over AG, we de"ne
j@
G
"j*
G 3 iG : A„*GP„*AG
this is an isomorphism of double vector bundles preserving the side bundles. The following result is
now immediate.
Proposition 3.4. For l3A„*G and m3A„G with A(c
G
) (l)"A (p
G
)(m) we have
A(F) (l, m)"S j@
G
(l), j~1
G
(m)T
where the pairing on the right is the canonical pairing between „*AG and „AG.
It is proved in [27, Theorem 7.3] that the composition ( j@
G
)~1 3R is equal to the canonical
isomorphism s:„*A*GPA„*G arising from the symplectic groupoid structure on „*G, that is,
s"( j@
G
)~1 3R. (14)
In particular, s is an isomorphism of double vector bundles from
(15)
to (13) which preserves the side bundles. Returning to the Poisson groupoid GZP, we now have
the morphism
j~1
G 3A(njG ) 3 j@~1G :„*AGP„AG
and it is proved in [27, Section 8] that this is equal to nj
AG
, the Poisson tensor map for the Poisson
structure on AG dual to the Lie algebroid structure on A*G. It follows that nj
AG 3R"j~1G 3A(njG ) 3 s
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is a morphism of Lie algebroids over a
*
, and hence that (AG, A*G) is a Lie bialgebroid. (An
alternative proof of this result is given in [37, Theorem 3.5].) The integrability proof of Section 4
will consist essentially of reversing these steps.
Finally in this section we say something about examples. One might expect that the
standard algebraic constructions for Lie algebroids [10] would have Lie bialgebroid analogues
which would provide a rich source of examples. By and large, however, this appears not to be the
case.
Exmaple 3.5 (Liu and Xu [21]). Let APM be a Lie algebroid and let K be an element of C(R2A)
with Kj: A*PA de"ned by Su, Kj(t)T"K(t, u) for u, t3CA*. Then [21, Section 2], de"ning
a bracket on CA* by
[u, t]"‚"j(r)(t)!‚"j(t)(u)!d(K(u, t))
and de"ning a
*
"a 3Kj, makes A* a Lie algebroid if and only if a 3 [K, K]j"0 and
‚
X
([K, K])"0 for all X3CA; when these conditions hold, it further follows that (A, A*) is a Lie
bialgebroid, called exact. It is proved in [21] that when A is the Lie algebroid of a Lie groupoid G,
an exact Lie bialgebroid structure integrates to a Poisson groupoid structure on G; if K is the
r}matrix for AG, then the Poisson structure on G is given by n"Ko !Kn . In particular, twisted
Poisson groupoid structures can be de"ned on the trivial Lie groupoid PM ]G]P, where (P, n
P
) is
a Poisson manifold and G is a Lie group, by de"ning Kj :„*P = (P]g*)P„P = (P]g) by
K"n
P
#X'm#r, where X3X(P) and r : PPR2g satisfy ‚
X
(n
P
)"0 and [m, r]"0, and [r, r] is
pointwise ad}invariant.
Example 3.6 (Kosmann-Schwarzbach [15]). A Nijenhuis structure on a manifold M is an en-
domorphism N :„MP„M whose Nijenhuis torsion is zero. If N is a Nijenhuis structure, then
a deformed Lie algebroid structure may be de"ned on „M with N as anchor and bracket
[X, >]
N
"[NX, >]#[X, N>]!N[X,>]. Denote this Lie algebroid by („M)
N
.
If M also has a Poisson structure n, then N and n are called compatible if Nn"nN* and a certain
torsion}like expression in N and n vanishes; M with n and N is then called a Poisson}Nijenhuis
structure [16]. When this is the case, „*M with the usual cotangent Lie algebroid structure forms
a Lie bialgebroid with („M)
N
. Indeed compatibility of n and N is equivalent to „*M and („M)
N
forming a Lie bialgebroid.
Example 3.7 (Mackenzie [26]). Let S be any double Lie groupoid with side groupoids HZM and
<ZM and core groupoid CZM [4, 24]. The horizontal groupoid structure SZ< yields a Lie
algebroid A
H
SP< which is also a groupoid over AH; the structure maps of this groupoid
structure are Lie algebroid morphisms, and the resulting double structure has core Lie algebroid
ACPM. It follows therefore from the duality of Pradines that A*
H
S has a groupoid structure on
base A*C. With respect to the dual Poisson structure, this is a Poisson groupoid, inducing on A*C
the dual Poisson structure. Performing the same construction with the vertical structure yields
a Poisson groupoid structure on A*
V
SZA*C, which is dual to A*
H
S.
In a similar way any LA-groupoid (X; A, <; M) with core Lie algebroid KPM gives rise to
a Poisson groupoid X*ZK*.
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4. Integration of lie bialgebroids
This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem, which is the main result of the
paper.
Theorem 4.1. ‚et (AG, A*G) be a ‚ie bialgebroid where AG is the ‚ie algebroid of an a-simply
connected ‚ie groupoid GZP. „hen there is a unique Poisson structure on G that makes G into
a Poisson groupoid with ‚ie bialgebroid (AG, A*G).
The hypotheses of the theorem are "xed throughout the remainder of the section. By assumption,
P"nj
AG 3R: „*A*GP„AG (16)
is a morphism of Lie algebroids over a
*
, and so
j
G 3P 3 s~1"jG 3 njAG 3 j@G : A„*GPA„G (17)
is also. Since G is a-simply connected, the cotangent groupoid is also a-simply connected, and so by
Theorem A1, the morphism integrates uniquely to a global Lie groupoid morphism
(18)
Therefore,
A(nj)"j
G 3njAG 3 j@G . (19)
Lemma 4.2. „he map nj commutes with the bundle projections, p
G 3 nj"cG .
Proof. Each of j
G
, P"nj
AG 3R and s is a morphism of double vector bundles and, in particular, is
a morphism of vector bundles over AG. The bundle projections A„*GPAG and A„GPAG are
respectively A(c
G
) and A(p
G
) so it follows that
A(p
G
) 3A(nj)"A(cG).
Now p
G 3nj"cG follows from the uniqueness in Theorem A1. K
Lemma 4.3. nj :„*GP„G is a linear map.
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Proof. It "rst has to be shown that
(20)
commutes, where both additions are the usual ones. Again, everything is a morphism of groupoids,
so we can apply A and get the diagram
(21)
This commutes because each of s,P and j
G
is a morphism of vector bundles over AG, and so A(nj)
is also. The result again follows by the uniqueness in Theorem A1. The scalar multiplication is
handled in the same way. K
Lemma 4.4. nj is skew-symmetric.
Proof. Since nj is already known to be linear by Lemma 4.3, it su$ces to show that the canonical
pairing F :„*G*G„GPR vanishes on the graphH of nj. NowH is a subgroupoid of „*G*G„G,
and is a-connected since „*G is, so it su$ces to show that A(F):A(H)-A„*G*AGA„GPR is
zero. But for any l3A„*G we have, using Proposition 3.4 and eqs. (19) and (14),
A(F)(l, A(nj)(l))"S j@
G
(l), nj
AG 3 j@G(l)T"nAG( j@G(l), j@G (l))"0. K
Combining the several lemmas above, and using Proposition 2.4, we have proved the following
result.
Theorem 4.5. nj de,nes an a.ne bivector ,eld n on G.
Our next task is to prove that n is indeed a Poisson tensor. As usual, "rst we may introduce
a bracket for functions on G by2
MF
1
, F
2
N"SnjdF
1
, dF
2
T, for F
1
, F
2
3C=(G).
2 Here, as in [27], d denotes the usual exterior di!erential while the symbol d is reserved for the Lie algebroid
di!erential.
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This bracket is obviously skew-symmetric. Also, a bracket between one-forms can be similarly
introduced by
Mh
1
, h
2
N"d(n(h
1
, h
2
))!(njh
2
);dh
1
#(njh
1
);dh
2
. (22)
Lemma 4.6. ‚et M ) , ) N
P
denote the Poisson bracket on P induced from the ‚ie bialgebroid (AG, A*G)
with nj
P
"a 3 a**"!a* 3a* [27, Proposition 3.6]. „hen for any f1, f23C=(P),
Ma*f
1
, a*f
2
N"a*M f
1
, f
2
N
P
, Mb*f
1
, b*f
2
N"!b*M f
1
, f
2
N
P
.
Proof. Since nj is a morphism of groupoids, we have „a 3nj"a* 3 aJ . Hence,
Ma*f
1
, a*f
2
N"S(„a 3nj)(a*df1), df2T
"Sa
* 3 aJ (a*df1), d f2T
"Sa
*
[!a*df
1
], d f
2
T
"Snj
P
df
1
, d f
2
T
"M f
1
, f
2
N
P
where in the third equality, we have used the fact that aJ (a*df
1
)"!a*df
1
, which follows directly
from de"nition (6). The other identity can be proved similarly. K
Since n is a$ne, ‚
X
o n is right invariant for any right invariant vector "eld Xo by Theorem 2.2. The
following proposition explicitly describes this invariant bivector "eld (compare [37, Theorem 3.1].
Proposition 4.7. (i) For any X3CAG, we have
‚
X
o n"[Xo , n]"!d*X
&" (23)
where d
*
X
&" is the right invariant bivector ,eld on G corresponding to d
*
X3C(R2AG).
(ii) In general, for any K3C(RkAG), we have
[Ko , n]"!d
*
X
&".
We need a lemma to prove this proposition.
Lemma 4.8. ‚et X3CAG be any section, and let l
X
be the corresponding ,brewise linear function on
A*G. „hen the hamiltonian -ow of bI *l
X
on „*G is (‚
%91~tX
)*.
Proof. First recall that for any vector "eld X on any manifold M, if u
t
is a (local) #ow for X and f is
the function on „*M de"ned by f (u)"X;u, then the hamiltonian #ow on „*M generated by f is
(u~1
t
)*. (See Corollary 4.2.11 in [1]).
Now, from de"nition (6) it follows that (bI *l
X
) (u)"SX, bI uT"SXo , uT, for all u3„*G. Since
Xo has #ows of the form ‚
%91 tX
, this completes the proof. K
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Proof of Proposition 4.7. Since ‚
X
o (n) is known to be right invariant, it su$ces to calculate
‚
X
o (n)(u
1
, u
2
) for u
1
, u
2
3A*
m
G, where we identify u3A*
m
G with the identity element 13 r3„*1mG
de"ned by 13 r(„(1)(x)#X)"u(X) for x3„P, X3AG. Let exp tX3G(G) be the family of bisections
on G generated by X, and write g
t
"exp tX(m). Now
S‚
X
o (n)(1
m
),u
1
'u
2
T"T
d
dt
(‚
%91~tX
n(g
t
)) K
0
, u
1
'u
2U
"d
dt
F(‚*
%91~tX
u
2
, nj
gt
‚*
%91~tX
u
1
) K
0
where F is the canonical pairing. By the preceding Lemma, we have
d
dt
‚*
%91~tX
u
2 K
0
"XbI *l
X
Dr2"s(dlX)(u2)
the second equality following from the de"nition of s. Since nj is a groupoid morphism, we also
have
d
dt
nj
gt
(‚*
%91~tX
u
1
) K
0
"A(nj)(s(dl
X
)(u
1
)).
Altogether, we now have
S‚
X
o (n)(1
m
),u
1
'u
2
T"A(F)(s(dl
X
)(u
2
), A(nj)(s(dl
X
)(u
1
))).
Using Proposition 3.4, this becomes
S j@
G
(s(dl
X
)(u
2
)), j~1
G
(A(nj)(s(dl
X
)(u
1
)))T"SR(dl
X
(u
2
)), nj
AG
(R(dl
X
(u
1
)))T
"n
AG
(R(dl
X
(u
1
)),R(dl
X
(u
2
)))
"!d
*
(X)(u
1
, u
2
),
the "rst equality following from eqs. (14) and (19), and the last equality following from [27,
Corollary 6.5].
Finally, (ii) is an easy consequence of (i). K
Recall that any u3CA*G can be extended by right translation to a linear form ul :„aGPR. We
refer to any 1-form uJ on G which extends ul as an extension of u.
Corollary 4.9. ‚et uJ , hI 3X1(G) be any extensions of any two given sections u, h3C(A*G), being
considered as conormal vectors. „hen,
MuJ , hI ND
P
"[u, h],
where the bracket on the left-hand side is de,ned by eq. (22), and that on the right-hand side is the ‚ie
algebroid bracket for A*G.
Proof. It follows from the de"nition of the Lie derivative that for any X3C(AG),
Xo ;MuJ , hI N"(‚
X
o n)(uJ , hI )#njuJ ;d(Xo ;hI )!njhI ;d(Xo ;uJ ).
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Therefore,
X;MuJ , hI ND
P
"(‚
X
o n)D
P
(u, h)#(a
*
u)(hX)!(a
*
h)(uX)
"!(d
*
X)(u, h)#(a
*
u)(hX)!(a
*
h)(uX)
"X;[u, h],
using the de"nition of the Lie algebroid coboundary d
*
. This completes the proof. K
In particular, we have
Corollary 4.10. ‚et F
1
, F
2
be any functions on G which are constant on P. „hen d MF
1
, F
2
N is
conormal to P and its evaluation on P is equal to [dF
1
, dF
2
], where d is the ‚ie algebroid coboundary
for AG and the bracket is the ‚ie algebroid bracket on C(A*G).
Proposition 4.11.
[n, n]D
P
"0.
We need a couple of lemmas before the proof of this proposition.
Lemma 4.12. For any f3C=(P) and H3C=(G),
Mb*f, HN"! (a*
*
df )&&"(H).
Proof. Commencing as in the proof of Lemma 4.6,
Mb*f,HN"!Sb*d f, njdHT
"!Sd f, „bnjdHT
"!Sd f, a
*
bI d HT
"!Sa*
*
df, bI dHT
"!S (a*
*
df )&&", dHT
"!(a*
*
df )&&"(H)
where, in the second last line, we used de"nition (6) of bI . This completes the proof. K
The following result summarizes the behaviour of nj on the unit space.
Lemma 4.13. (i) For any f3C=(P) and m3P, nj
1m
(b*d f ) is tangent to the a-,bre and equal to
!a*
*
d f ;
(ii) For any u3A*G, nj(13 r) is tangent to P and equal to a*u.
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Proof of Proposition 4.11. It su$ces to show that
[n, n]D
P
(dF
1
, dF
2
, dF
3
)"MMF
1
, F
2
N, F
3
N#c.p. (24)
vanishes on P for any functions F
1
, F
2
, F
3
de"ned on a neighbourhood of P.
Since the cotangent space „*
1m
G at any point m3P is spanned by the conormal space A*G and
b*„*
m
P, it su$ces to prove eq. (24) when the F
i
are either constant on P or equal to b*f, f3C=(P).
We accordingly divide our proof into four di!erent cases.
Case 1. All F
i
, i"1, 2, 3, are constant on P. Then njdF
1
is tangent to P. Hence,
MF
1
, F
2
N"SnjdF
1
, dF
2
T"0 on P. Therefore MMF
1
, F
2
N, F
3
N vanishes on P, and so do the other
two terms.
Case 2. All F
i
, i"1, 2, 3, are the pull backs of functions on the base space P by b. In this case, the
conclusion follows from Lemma 4.6 and the Jacobi identity of the Poisson bracket on P.
Case 3. Two of the F
i
are constant on P and the third one is the pull back of a function on P by b.
For example, assume that F
1
, F
2
are constant on P and F
3
"b*f
3
for some f
3
3C=(P). Then,
MMF
3
, F
1
N, F
2
N"!(a
*
dF
2
)MF
3
, F
1
ND
P
"(a
*
dF
2
)[(a
*
dF
1
) f
3
].
Similarly, MMF
2
, F
3
N, F
1
N"!(a
*
dF
1
)[(a
*
dF
2
) f
3
]. On the other hand, using Corollary 4.10,
MMF
1
, F
2
N, F
3
N"a
*
[d MF
1
, F
2
ND
P
]( f
3
)"[a
*
dF
1
, a
*
dF
2
]( f
3
)
The desired identity follows immediately.
Case 4. Assume that F
1
"b*f
1
, F
2
"b*f
2
and F
3
is constant on P. Then,
MMF
2
, F
3
N, F
1
N"MMb*f
2
, F
3
N, b*f
1
N"(a*
*
df
1
)
&&"
Mb*f
2
, F
3
N"!(a*
*
df
1
)
&&"
(a*
*
df
2
)
&&"
(F
3
),
where we have used Lemma 4.12 twice. Similarly, MMF
3
, F
1
N, F
2
N"(a*
*
df
2
)
&&"
(a*
*
df
1
)
&&"
(F
3
).
Therefore, using [27, Corollary 3.7],
MMF
2
, F
3
N, F
1
N#MMF
3
, F
1
N, F
2
N"[(a*
*
df
2
)
&&"
,(a*
*
df
1
)
&&"
](F
3
)"[a*
*
dM f
2
, f
1
N]
&&&&&"
(F
3
).
On the other hand,
MMF
1
, F
2
N, F
3
N"MMb*f
1
, b*f
2
N, F
3
N"!Mb*M f
1
, f
2
N, F
3
N"[a*
*
dM f
2
, f
1
N]
&&&&&"
(F
3
).
Thus the RHS of eq. (24) vanishes on P. This completes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let D"[n, n]. Then D is an a$ne bivector "eld according to Theorem 2.2.
For any X3C(AG), ‚
X
o D"2[‚
X
o n, n]"!2[(d*X
&"
), n]"2(d2
*
X
&"
)"0 according to Proposition
4.7. Thus, dD"0. Since DD
P
"0 by Proposition 4.11, it follows that D"0 according to Theo-
rem 2.6. That is, n is indeed a Poisson tensor. Therefore G is a Poisson groupoid according
to Proposition 8.1 in [27]. Finally, Corollary 4.9 implies that the associated Lie bialgebroid is
exactly isomorphic to (AG, A*G). The uniqueness of the Poisson structure is quite evident again
by [27]. K
Note that the integrability of exact Lie bialgebroids proved in [21] and described above in
Example 3.5 is more precise than Theorem 4.1 and does not require any connectedness hypotheses.
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5. Symplectic groupoids
The notion of symplectic groupoid plays an important role in Poisson geometry. There already
exists an extensive body of work on this subject*see, for example, [6, 8, 13]. One of the main
reasons for studying Poisson groupoids and Lie bialgebroids is to understand better the relation
between symplectic groupoids and Poisson groups by putting both of them into this more general
framework. A particular problem is to understand how the symplectic structure of a symplectic
groupoid arises. Symplectic groupoids are, of course, Poisson groupoids whose Poisson structure
is symplectic. Thus one main di!erence between Poisson groups and general Poisson groupoids is
that Poisson groups are never symplectic but the latter may be symplectic. It turns out that there
is a close relation between symplectic groupoids and their base Poisson manifolds. In fact, they are
in one}one correspondence in a rough local sense [6, 12, 11].
Let P be a Poisson manifold with Poisson tensor n
P
. It is well-known that the cotangent bundle
„*PPP carries a natural Lie algebroid structure. Given f3C= (P), denote the Hamiltonian vector
"eld corresponding to f by X
f
. Then the anchor nj :„*PP„P is determined by nj ( fd g)"fX
g
.
Given u,h3X1(P), and writing Xu"nju and Xh"njh, the Lie algebroid bracket is
Mu, hN"‚
Xu
h!‚
Xh
u!d (n(u, h)). (25)
On the other hand, the tangent bundle „P of P has the trivial Lie algebroid structure given by the
usual bracket of vector "elds.
Proposition 5.1. (i) ‚et P be a Poisson manifold, and „*P the cotangent ‚ie algebroid described
above. „hen („*P, „P ) is a ‚ie bialgebroid.
(ii) Conversely, any ‚ie algebroid structure on „*P which is compatible with the trivial tangent
bundle ‚ie algebroid „P in the sense that they become a ‚ie bialgebroid arises in this way.
Proof. See Example 3.3 in [27] for (i).
Let (A, A*) be a Lie bialgebroid such that A* is isomorphic to „P as a Lie algebroid. It is easy to
see that this isomorphism must be realized by the anchor a
*
: A*P„P. According to [27,
Proposition 3.6], there is a Poisson structure on P induced from the Lie bialgebroid (A, A*). Hence
„*P has a Lie algebroid structure as de"ned by eq. (25), and („*P, „P) becomes a Lie bialgebroid.
Furthermore, the anchor a
*
: A*P„P is in fact a Lie bialgebroid morphism. Hence, its dual
a*
*
:„*PPA is a Lie algebroid morphism. Since a
*
is an isomorphism, so is a*
*
. In other words,
A is isomorphic to „*P arising from a Poisson structure on P. K
Our main theorem of the section is the following.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that P is a Poisson manifold and the corresponding cotangent ‚ie algebroid
„*P integrates to an a-simply connected groupoid G. „hen G admits a natural symplectic structure
which makes it into a symplectic groupoid.
This result follows from our integration Theorem 4.1 and the following:
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Theorem 5.3. ‚et GZP be a Poisson groupoid, with ‚ie bialgebroid (AG, A*G). ‚et n denote the
Poisson tensor on G. „hen the following are equivalent:
(i) (AG, A*G) is isomorphic to the canonical ‚ie bialgebroid („*P, „P) associated to the base
Poisson manifold P.
(ii) n is nondegenerate along P.
(iii) G is a symplectic groupoid.
Proof. (i) 8 (ii): Fix any point m3P. The cotangent space „*
1m
G is spanned by the conormal
space A*
m
P and by the covectors of the form b*d f for f3C=(P), so any u3„*
1m
G can be written as
u#b*d f for some u3A*
m
P and f3C=(P). Now suppose that nj(u#b*d f )"0. Then, it follows
from Proposition 4.13 that a
*
u!a*
*
d f"0, which implies immediately that a
*
u"0 and a*
*
d f"0,
since a
*
u is tangent to P while a*
*
d f is tangent to the b-"bre. From this, we conclude that nj
1m
is
nondegenerate if and only if both a
*
:A*
m
GP„
m
P and a*
*
:„*
m
PPA
m
G are one-to-one. This,
however, is exactly equivalent to saying that a
*
: A*
m
GP„
m
P is one-to-one and onto. Hence, that
n is nondegenerate along P is equivalent to saying that a
*
: A*GP„P is a vector bundle
isomorphism, and this is also equivalent to it being a Lie bialgebroid isomorphism since it is
already a Lie bialgebroid morphism. This completes our proof of the "rst part.
(ii) 8 (iii): We only need to prove one direction, namely, that if n is nondegenerate along P,
then it is nondegenerate everywhere. Let X3C
c
(AG) be any compactly supported section which is
closed in the sense that d
*
X"0. Then, according to Corollary 3.6 in [37], exp X is a coisotropic
bisection, and therefore the corresponding right translation R
%91 X
: GPG is a Poisson di!eomor-
phism. Hence n is nondegenerate along the bisection exp X. According to the "rst part of the proof,
the Lie bialgebroid is in fact isomorphic to („*P, „P). Therefore there exist abundant closed
sections for AG"„*P in the sense that through any point of A there exists a closed section. Hence,
through any point of G, there exists a bisection which is a product of those of the form exp X for
some closed section. In other words, there always exists a coisotropic bisection through any point
of G. Therefore, n is nondegenerate everywhere. K
Remark. Theorem 5.2 fails in general if G is not assumed to be a-simply connected. An example
due to Weinstein is given in [7, 5.2].
If one grants, following Pradines [31], that every Lie algebroid can be integrated to a local Lie
groupoid, which can then be assumed to be a-simply connected, then Theorem 5.2 immediately
implies the following theorem of Karasev [11] and Weinstein [34].
Corollary 5.4. „here always exists a local symplectic groupoid over any Poisson manifold. In
particular, any Poisson manifold admits a symplectic realization.
Although the groupoid structure is only locally de"ned, it includes the entire base manifold and
so gives a global symplectic realization.
The proofs of Karasev [11, 13] construct, for a given Poisson manifold P, both a local groupoid
structure and the symplectic structure on it, simultaneously. This re#ects the fact that in a symplec-
tic groupoid the two structures are closely interrelated, and can almost be said to locally determine
each other: the Lie algebroid of the Lie groupoid underlying a symplectic groupoid is isomorphic to
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the cotangent Lie algebroid of the Poisson structure on the base. Our method in this paper,
designed for the general case of Poisson groupoids where this is not so, integrates the Poisson
structure separately from the groupoid structure. For an account of the history of integrability
results for general Lie algebroids, see [25].
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Appendix: Lifting of Lie algebroid morphisms
This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem A1. ‚et GZM and HZN be ‚ie groupoids. Suppose that G is a-simply connected, and that
u : AGPAH,u
0
: MPN is a ‚ie algebroid morphism. „hen u integrates uniquely to a ‚ie groupoid
morphism U : GPH.
Proof. Let *-M]N be the graph of f, and consider G* H"(bG]bH)~1(*). Also, let B be the
graph of u. Then B is a subalgebroid with base * of the product Lie algebroid AG]AH. Identifying
B with the tangent subbundle of a-"bres along the base * and translating it by right translations,
one obtains a distribution D on G* H, which is integrable since B is a subalgebroid.
Given any m3M, let L
m
be the leaf of D through the point (1
m
, 1
f(m)
). Consider the projection
p
G
:L
m
PG. It is clear, since D is de"ned using right translations, that p
G
(L
m
)-G
m
, where
G
m
"a~1
G
(m)-G. We will show that p
G
:L
m
PG
m
is a covering map. For this, it su$ces to prove
that p
G
possesses the path lifting property.
It is simple to see that the section space C(AG) can be naturally identi"ed with the section space
C(B), which in turn can be identi"ed with the space of right invariant vector "elds on G* H. More
explicitly, given any X3C(AG), its corresponding right invariant vector "eld on G*H, denoted by
Xo
B
, is given by
Xo
B
(g, h)"(„(R
g
)X
n
, „(R
h
)u(X
n
)), ∀(g, h)3G* H
where n"b
G
(g) and X
n
3AGD
n
. At the same time, X de"nes a right invariant vector "eld on G,
which is denoted by Xo . Let q
t
and o
t
denote #ows of Xo
B
and Xo , respectively. Using Lemma A3
below, it is simple to see that q
t
(g, h) is de"ned for all (g, h)3G* H and t3R, whenever ot(g) is
de"ned for all g and t. Since p
1*
Xo
B
"Xo , it also follows that
p
1 3 qt(g, h)"ot(g).
Suppose that p
t
is any path in G
m
starting from 1
m
and which is a product of paths generated by
right invariant vector "elds Xo
i
, for compactly supported sections X
i
3C (AG). Let pJ
t
be the
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corresponding path in G* H, the product of the #ows generated by the right invariant vector "elds
Xo
iB
in the same order. Clearly, pJ
t
lies in L
m
, and is a lift of p
t
. Since any path in G
m
can be
approximated by such paths p
t
, this proves the path lifting property for p
G
.
Since G
m
is simply connected by assumption, it follows that p
G
:L
m
PG
m
is a di!eomorphism.
Therefore it de"nes a smooth map U
m
:G
m
PH
f(m)
, where H
f(m)
" a~1
H
( f (m))-H. Since
L
m
-G* H, Um commutes with bG and bH . In fact, Um is characterized by the following properties:
(i) U
m
(1
m
)"1
f(m)
,
(ii) b
H 3Um"bG ,
(iii) „
g
(U
m
)(>)"„(RU
m(g)
)[u(„(R
g~1
(>)))] for all g3G
m
and>3„
g
G
m
.
By varying m in M, we obtain a family of smooth maps U
m
: G
m
PH
f(m)
, and hence a global map
U from G to H.
Fix any y3G and suppose that m"b
G
(y), n"a
G
(y). Consider the map W :G
m
PH
f(m)
given by
W(x)"U
n
(xy)U~1
n
(y), ∀x3G
m
.
It is simple to see that W satis"es properties (i)}(iii) above. Therefore, W"U
m
, which is equivalent
to
U
n
(xy)"U
m
(x)U
n
(y).
In other words, U is a groupoid morphism.
It remains to prove that U, as a global map from G to H, is smooth. First, it is easy to see that, by
construction, it is smooth along the identity space M. In fact, the graph of U, in a neighbourhood of
any m3M, is the #ow box in G* H obtained from #owing the graph of f along the distribution D,
which is transversal to it; thus we obtain a smooth submanifold.
Now take any point x
0
3G. As in Lemma 2.3, there exist X
1
,2,Xn3Cc (AG) such that
exp X
12 exp Xn has the value x0 at ax0 . For notational convenience in what follows, assume that
n"1, so that X has exp X(ax
0
)"x
0
.
Lemma A2. „he map j : MPH de,ned by j (m)"U(exp X(m)), m3M, is smooth.
Proof. Let c be the graph map of f regarded as MPG*H; thus c(m)"(1m,1f(m)). It is easy to see,
from the de"nition, that j is the composition p
2 3 q1 3 c, where q1 is the time-1 map of the #ow
q
t
introduced early in the proof, and p
2
:G*HPH is the projection. Hence j is smooth. K
Since U is a groupoid morphism, for x in a neighbourhood of x
0
, we have
U(x)"U(exp X(m(x)) ) exp X(m(x))~1 ) x)"U(exp X(m(x)))U(exp X(m(x))~1 ) x)
where m(x)"Ad
%91~1X
(b
G
x); note that Ad
%91X
is the time-1 map for a(X)3X(M).
According to Lemma A2, U(exp X(m(x))) is a smooth map from G to H. On the other hand,
expX(m(x))~1"exp!X(b
G
x), and so U(exp X(m(x))~1 ) x)"(U 3‚%91~X)(x) is also smooth in
a neighbourhood of x
0
. Since the groupoid multiplication is smooth, it follows that U is smooth in
a neighbourhood of x
0
. This concludes the proof of Theorem A1. K
Finally we recall the result of Kumpera and Spencer used above.
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Lemma A3 (Kumpera and Spencer [17]). ‚et G be any ‚ie groupoid over base M, and let AG be its
‚ie algebroid with anchor a. For X3CAG, let Xo be the right invariant vector ,eld corresponding to X,
and recall that a(X)"b
*
Xo is its projected vector ,eld on M. „hen Xo is complete if and only if a(X) is
complete. In fact, pJ
t
(x) is de,ned whenever p
t
(b(x)) is de,ned, where pJ
t
and p
t
are the -ows generated
by Xo and a(X), respectively.
Theorem A1 was announced by Pradines [30]; a method of proof (based on the local integrabil-
ity of Lie subalgebroids) was brie#y indicated by Almeida and Kumpera [3]. When both Lie
algebroids are transitive and over the same base, with the map f an identity, the proof can be
reduced to standard results of connection theory: see [23, Chapter III, Section 7], which also gives
further references for this case. Providing the target Lie algebroid is transitive, the case of a general
base map may be reduced to that of an identity by using a pullback [10]. When the target is a Lie
algebra (so that the base map is constant), the result reduces to the integration of Maurer}Cartan
forms: see [37, Section 5]; this method of proof can be extended to handle any transitive target. For
the case of a compact base (and f an identity), a proof has been given by Mokri [29]. See also [5] for
the closely related construction of the monodromy groupoid of an a-connected groupoid.
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